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VW/Audi Service Re-Set Tool
AVAGSLR12

The OEM level VW/Audi (VAG) Service Light Reset (SLR) tool re-
sets service lights on ALL Volkswagen and Audi vehicles, including 
the latest CAN vehicles with Conditional Based Servicing (CBS). 
Many VW and Audi vehicles feature the ability to adapt the oil 
change interval to driving conditions, with Standard and Long Life oil 
change settings. This reset tool has been developed with “Long Life 
Oil” service interval functionality.  In addition to service light reset, 
the tool extinguishes the airbag (SRS) warning lamp across the 
complete VW/Audi range of vehicles.

Features:
✴ Resets service lights on all supported VW and Audi 
    (excluding Q series) vehicles, up to Model Year 2013
✴Used with vehicles with Long Life / Standard Life servicing
     functionality; allows the technician to switch from Standard Life 
     to Long Life oil change settings, and back 
✴Performs Airbag warning light reset function
✴Compatible with latest CAN vehicles

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870

Electronic Battery Re-Learn Tool
ABATSERV12

After changing the battery on many vehicles, a diagnostic device is 
required to associate the new battery with the vehicle ECU, in order 
to complete the job and start the engine. This OEM level tool plugs 
into the vehicle data link connector and walks the technician through 
the process of changing the battery.

Supports:  
✴VW/ Audi Group (including Skoda and Seat) model 

years 2004 to 2013
✴BMW: 2007 to 2013
✴Citroen: 2004 to 2013
✴Peugeot: 2003 to 2013
✴Volvo: 2010 to 2013

This tool is updated online. It can also be upgraded online to cover 
other application areas, such as Electronic Park Brake, Diesel 
Particulate Filter, and Service Re-Set.

http://www.StrategicTQ.com
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Full Coverage OEM Level 
Electronic Vehicle Service Tool

AMBST12
This tool has the most comprehensive coverage of any electronic service 
tool on the market. It includes many applications covered only in high-end 
scan tools. It works on most vehicles, even such exclusive brands as 
Porsche, Ferrari, Lotus, Maserati, Maybach, and Lamborghini! This 
essential service tool includes the vast majority of applications required 
for re-setting vehicle systems after general repair and maintenance or 
collision repair, on even the newest of vehicles. 
Partial list of covered functions: 
✴Service re-set                         
✴Key programming
✴Steering angle sensor (must
perform on most vehicles with
electronic stability control!)
✴Traction control
✴Headlight re-set
✴Brake bleeding
✴Air-conditioning check
✴Suspension
✴Wheel size set-up
✴Engine check
✴Airbag
✴Dashboard

4www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870

Brake Fluid Tester
ABFT11 & ABFT12

This easy-to-use tool measures the moisture level in automotive brake 
fluid quickly and conveniently. It gives brake fluid “health” status clearly 
and instantly.  Use this tool to alert drivers to the need for brake fluid 
service. Different types of brake fluid have different boiling points and 
electrical characteristics. Unless the correct brake fluid type is selected, 
there is a risk of a false reading. This brake fluid tester allows the 
technician to pre-select the correct fluid type. Not intended for use on 
new brake fluid. Also available with printer. The ABFT12 comes with an 
LCD screen and intuitive interactive display. It has the ability to store the 
results of a test. The record can be retrieved later, to show a customer 
that a vehicle’s brake fluid needs to be changed. 

✴ Supports DOT3, DOT4, and DOT5.1 brake fluid
✴ Tool automatically selects DOT3
✴ Simply push the button to switch to DOT4 or DOT5.1 
✴ Easy to understand status indicators:
• Green = under 1% water content
•   First yellow light = water content between 1% and 1.5%
•   Red = more than 3% water content
•   Second red light = water content is more than 4%
•   Red lights indicate an immediate brake fluid change is needed!

http://www.StrategicTQ.com
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Mid-Range Multi-brand 
Electronic Service Tool

ASERV11

This mid-tier easy to use fully menu-driven value tool performs manual 
or automatic service re-set (as required on the individual vehicle) on 
most vehicles with the following manufacturers:
Acura, Audi, BMW, Buick, Chevrolet, Citroen, Chrysler, Dodge, Fiat, 
Ford, Honda, Infiniti, Isuzu, Jeep, Lancia, Land Rover, Lexus, 
Mercedes, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Peugeot, Pontiac, Porsche, Saab, 
Saturn, Scion, Toyota, Volvo, Volkswagen.

It also works with the Electronic Park Brake system on VW, Audi, and 
Volvo. Updateable online. Price includes a one year subscription.

VW/Audi/Mercedes Brake Service Tool

Inexpensive OEM level tool for working on the electronic parking 
brake system on VW/ Audi models, and on Mercedes vehicles with 
the Sensortronic Brake Control system installed. Works on ALL  VW, 
Audi, and Bentley models with this system, up to current model year. 

AEPBSLR12

30369700

Volvo electronic park brake 
and Service Re-set Tool 

OEM-level service tool that allows service and repair functions to 
be carried out on Volvo vehicles with the Electronic Parking Brake 
(EPB) system installed.  This tool also turns off the service light. 
Works on all vehicles with EPB installed.   

Land Rover & Range Rover 
Electronic Parking Brake Tool 

30369500
OEM level tool to service and repair Land Rover and Range Rover 
vehicles with the Electronic Parking Brake system installed. 

http://www.StrategicTQ.com
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TPMS Torque Tool Kit
BTPMS12

To service tire pressure monitoring sensors, the right tools and equipment are 
required. The incorrect torque can lead to sensor damage. Pre-set torque 
screwdrivers are only a partial solution. The BTPMS12 is a very comprehensive 
kit for servicing tire pressure monitoring sensors. It includes two torque 
screwdrivers. One covers the entire torque range of TPMS sensors. The other 
covers the entire torque range of valve cores. It is also ideal for fitting other 
automotive components where precise torque is recommended: sensors, plastic 
trim, dashboard components, glow plugs, etc. BTPMS12:  tool display range 0.1 
to 3.0Nm and 2.0 to 10Nm. BTPMS12-USA:  tool display range in Inch-Pounds

Kit components: 
✴ Two high-precision torque screwdrivers 0.1-3.0/ 1-25 Inch-Pounds and 

2-10Nm/ 15-90 Inch-Pounds
✴ 3/8” Sq Dr T-Bar
✴ TPMS Grommet Tool
✴ 1/4” Deep Socket - 11mm
✴ 1/4” Deep Socket - 12mm
✴ 1/4” Valve Core Tool
✴ 1/4” Torx Bit T-10
✴ 1/4” Torx Bit T-15
✴ 1/4” Torx Bit T-20
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TPMS Sensor Programming Tool
ATPMSR12

One of the most advanced tools on the market. This TPMS tool for will program 
standard TPMS Valves &
“Clone” TPMS Valves. This fully menu-driven tool includes a very 
comprehensive vehicle specification database and will program aftermarket 
valves from Alligator and Schrader through the wireless feature without using a 
computer. It can copy the old valve ID or create a new one. 

Features: 
✴ Vehicle Check:  check sensors for proper operation. Save and 

print (via PC) test reports
✴TPMS Light Check [Malfunction]  Use Vehicle Test to investigate 

and troubleshoot malfunctions. Sensor Test feature repeats the 
test process for individual sensors.

✴Repair procedures: Technical specifications for repair procedures, 
such as Torque values for securing sensor to wheel and valve 
are conveniently stored in the tool, as are OEM part Numbers.

✴Sensor reprogramming:  program sensors wirelessly, or via the 
(optional) OBD interface. 

ATPMSR13 Optional OBD Kit for TPM-02:
1. Sensor reprogramming
2. Fault code reading/deletion
3. System enabling/disabling
4. Pressure/battery state/temperature readings
5. Winter/summer tire set-up
6. EASY sensor/ECU testing and pairing procedure.

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870
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Wheel Torque Service and 
Documentation System

After wheel or brake service, wheels are often not re-installed 
to the correct manufacturer’s specification. Wheels often fall off 
because of this. If they are correctly installed, this might not be 
properly documented. The wireless Wheel Torque Service and 
Documentation System will not only ensure that the correct 
torque is applied to a vehicle wheel, but will document by 
vehicle registration/ license plate which technician did that 
particular job, and when. 

Features:
✴ The electronic torque control system networks multiple bays 
and wrenches, and ensures that the correct torque is applied to 
each wheel nut on each wheel serviced.  Torque values are 
recorded for verification
✴Includes a comprehensive database of vehicle 
manufacturers’ wheel torque values.
✴Torque wrenches communicate wirelessly to the torque 
database and work order system.
✴The system error-proofs the process by providing the correct 
torque value to apply directly to the wrench based on vehicle 
make/model/model year.
✴The torque wrench will not allow the next nut to be tightened 
if the previous nut is not within tolerance.
✴Torque values are recorded by wheel, by vehicle, by work 
order, providing verification and assurance that the job is done 
right
System includes: computer with program loaded, ready to plug 
and play, wireless torque wrench, proprietary wireless router, 
wrench charging station, database, and operating system. Up 
to seven wrenches may be networked together on one system. 
Part number for further wrenches: CWTP02 
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Tire Changer
OPA203

Features:
✴Semi-automatic, suitable for car, motorcycle and light truck
✴24” special shape, large turntable and powerful motor, suitable for low-profile tyre
✴Arch-shape bending method for main body, makes the machine stronger for avoiding 
body
   deformation when mounting/unmounting big tires.
✴IT: Quick air booster makes the tire and rim join instantly, which is very suitable for 
low-profile tires.

Technical Specifications:
Motor power: 0.75kw/0.55kw/1.1kw

Power Supply: 220v/400v/110v
Max wheel diameter: 41”(1040mm)

Max. wheel width: 14”(355mm)
Outside clamping: 10”-21”
Inside clamping: 12”-24”

Air supply: 8bar
Bead breaker force: 2500kg

Noise level: <75db
Weight: 195/171kg

Package size: 960*760*895mm 

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870

Wheel Balancer
LP-001

✴High mechanical principal axis to 
ensure precision.
✴High accurate and high stable 
integrated circuit, self-calibration and 
diagnosis function

http://www.StrategicTQ.com
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OBD Data Logger and Analyzer
ADPL11

Professional service tool reads both OBD and manufacturer-specific fault  codes and analyzes driving history. This 
product is great for finding intermittent faults not easily diagnosed in the workshop. It includes a very extensive 2012 
fault code database.  Plug it in, drive the vehicle, and analyze the results. 
The user can record and report up to 90 different parameters. The detailed analysis of how a vehicle is being driven 
even extends to reporting on fuel consumption and vehicle operating cost. 
Key features:
✴Includes extensive 2012 trouble code database. 
✴Ultra large memory capacity with more than 1,000 hours of trip details, including time/date, distance, speed, hard 
starts and braking.
✴Works on all OBDII/EOBD cars, SUVs, light-duty trucks and mini-vans.
✴Turns off Check Engine light.
✴Retrieves freeze frame data.

Collect and analyze data, such as: 
✴Engine speed
✴Vehicle speed
✴Throttle position
✴Engine load
✴Fuel pressure
✴Fuel system status
✴Battery voltage
✴Air intake temperature
✴Coolant temperature
✴Ignition timing
✴Manifold pressure
✴Open / close loop
✴Real time and average fuel consumption

Diagnostic Device for Smartphones

AIOBD12
This device plugs into the vehicle data link connector and communicates via 
Bluetooth with either a mobile phone or a tablet computer. One device works 
with both iPhone and Android systems. Simply download the software free of 
charge.

In addition to being able to read and delete vehicle fault codes, the technician 
can also read live data streams on many parameters, freeze frames for analysis 
later, display a customized vehicle dashboard, and save reports on the vehicle’s 
history. Various vehicle component and systems tests are also supported. In 
addition, vehicle speed, fuel consumption, temperature, engine capacity, torque, 
power, etc. may be displayed. 

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870
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CAN Test Box

CTB1005-3

The CTB features an intuitive inlay panel to aid in 
the diagnostics of vehicle DLC circuits and CAN 
bus systems operation.  How? 

✴ All LEDs correspond to vehicle DLC pins 
1-16. The inlay panel features DLC pin 
number and description for quick 
identification.

✴All LEDs are color coded for easy and fast 
identification. They light up with DLC pin 
signal activity, giving you an instant 
indication of functionality.

✴Separate Power ‘ON’ LED confirmation for 
quick confirmation that the unit is operating.

✴Pass Thru’ capability for OEM and 
aftermarket scan tools.

10

Hand-held, battery-operated 5 gas analyzer for 
all vehicles using internal combustion gas 
powered engines, including cars, vans, trucks, 
motorcycles.  Used to perform pre-test for 
emissions and to help diagnose problems.  Fast, 
easy-to-use interface; saves time and ensures 
accurate diagnosis.  Product capabilities 
superior to any in U.S. market; all of the power 
of a large bench top model, without the expense 
or maintenance.  Use the available PC interface 
or optional infrared printer to show the customer 
before & after results and justify charges for 
testing.  Compact size permits easy storage. 
Other optional extras include inductive and OBD 
RPM pick-up devices.

Hand-held Gas Analyzer
ZAUTO5-2

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870
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✴Programmable tester for testing fuel injectors.
✴Generates a signal of defined length to test the 
injectors.
✴Tests fuel injector coil windings under load
✴With varying degrees of pressure drop in the 
fuel line, the defective fuel injector is located 
quickly.
✴Acoustic signal testing alarm.
✴Voltage: 12 volts
✴Pulse: rectangular
✴Mode: single, continuous
✴Pulse width 3 ms, 10 ms, 20 ms

Injector Tester
AINJ12

11

An excellent value, high-quality digital multi-
meter kit. It measures the following parameters:
RPM, duty cycle, dwell angle, temperature, DC 
voltage, AC voltage, resistance, current, 
frequency, and continuity. 
All probes included. 

3128B
Automotive Multi-meter

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870
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Resistance Simulator
ADRS12

Resistance style sensor signals can be simulated in the vehicle 
for trouble diagnosis. This allows the sensor to be isolated for 
circuit testing. This will allow you turn on and off the electronic 
fan for air conditioning repair trouble finding etc., Low or high 
temperature signals, can be produced to test other component 
reactions. Input the resistance value via a keypad. Displayed on 
an LCD screen. 
The digital resistance Simulator is mainly used for quick output 
resistance values, and can be used to simulate and adjust the 
resistance value. The resistor value will simultaneously be 
displayed on the LCD screen. There are two kinds of resistance 
value adjustment method: According to each step 1Ω 10Ω 50Ω 
to adjust resistance value. To input the resistance value is a 
simple operation. 
Features:

✴ Used to simulate and adjust resistance value, to test 
sensors

✴Input a specific resistance value or increase in increments
✴Isolate a sensor for testing

Miniature, Full Function Scan Tool
A86CD12

This very competitively priced mini scan tool packs a great deal of power 
for solving even the most complex automotive diagnostic applications. 
Features comprehensive coverage of North American, European, and 
Asian vehicles. 

✴Supports all OBD II protocols and all test modes 
✴Read and clear codes on all systems.
✴Freeze frame
✴I/M Readiness
✴O2 Mon.Test, On–Board Mon.Test
✴Component test
✴Read vehicle  and ECU information
✴Reading DataStream (Data waviness)
✴Adaptation
✴Key, ECU, Car door, Car window, Control unit Programming  etc.
✴Actuation
✴Turns off MILs of engine, airbag, ABS, A/T and most other systems
✴Resets Oil Service Light
✴Service and adjust mileage
✴Service intervals
✴Replaces and recalibrates brake pads safely 
✴Compatible with vehicles before 1996.
✴Faster and stable diagnostic speed with unique new platform.
✴Capture, save and print screenshots for convenient 

troubleshooting.

12www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870
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ECU/Sensor Test Lead Kit
ASLK12

This 72 piece kit and its sister 96 piece test lead kit, have 
become the industry standard kits for diagnosing faults on 
almost every conceivable component on a car. 
• Helps capture signal data during sensor testing and 
simulate
voltages/resistance during ECU diagnostics
• Use this kit to diagnose and repair sensors and ECUs, 
easily
measure and test injectors’ pulse, simulate voltage and 
resistance signals.

96 Piece Test Lead Kit
ATLK96

This complete kit turns your testing and measuring 
devices into powerful automotive diagnostic tools for fault-
finding on the increasing number of sensors, actuators, 
and electronic circuits found on today's vehicles. The set 
contains 96 pieces of essential test aids packed in a light-
weight case. The aids are for tracing, checking, capturing, 
or fixing complex vehicle circuitry. It's an indispensable 
test aid for car diagnostics. 

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870
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Motorcycle/ATV Diagnostic Equipment
MS5950

The world’s most complete coverage aftermarket motorcycle and ATV scan tool. 
The 5950 covers 39 major manufacturers’ diagnostic functions.  This tool helps the 
technician diagnose problems and make repairs faster;  Many common test 
procedures are written into the tools so the technician can follow them (injectors, 
ignition, coils, fuel pump, etc.).  The tools also allow the technician to perform 
factory service procedures such as  re-setting the service light, encoding keys, 
unlocking the immobilizer and configuring the immobilizer/alarm, making injection 
adjustments (CO Trimmer), adjusting the throttle valve position sensor (TPS), re-
setting autoadaptive parameters, and making idling adjustments.  The tools show 
live data; they display ECU data, read stored faults (history) or live data (RPM, 
battery voltage, throttle angle).  It’s easy to update the tools via “Smart Card” 
technology.  Not all features available with all brands of motorcycles/ATVs. 
Standard Functions:

✴Read and clear fault codes
✴Make adjustments and follow factory procedures
✴Display ECU data, real time, and run diagnostic tests
✴Key programming
✴Updateable

The basic kit includes the MS5950 scan tool, software for 39 brands of motorcycles 
and ATVs, battery clamp cable, power supply cable, internal data router, universal 
clip cable, master cable that connects with OEM-style end connectors, and 
protective case. 
The 5950 also provides some coverage on snowmobiles and watercraft.

14www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870

BMW Motorcycle 
Diagnostic Scan Tool

P/N MS531-BMW
P/N MS531 Communication Interface
P/N MS531-5009 USB   or 
P/N MS531-5008 Bluetooth + USB
P/N MS531 Software
P/N MS531-5021 BMW
P/N MS531 Adapters
P/N MS531-4033 BMW Adapter Cable

  PC Requirements: Windows XP/Vista/7
HDD 30GB,  RAM 512 MB (recommended 1 GB or higher) Free USB Port

Harley Davidson 
Scan Tool

P/N MS531 Communication Interface
P/N MS531-5009 USB
P/N MS531-5008 Bluetooth + USB
P/N MS531 Software
Harley-Davidson & Buell
P/N MS531 Adapters

Harley-Davidson & Buell 4-Pin
Cable Or
Harley-Davidson 6-Pin Cable

http://www.StrategicTQ.com
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Diesel Gas Analyzer

One of the world’s first five gas analyzers dedicated to diesel applications. 
The ADEGA01 also has a probe for gasoline/ petrol engines available. 
Traditionally exhaust gas from diesel engines has been analyzed using 
smoke or opacity meters. These just measure the particle density, not he 
actual exhaust gases. 
The ADEGA01 features an OIML Class 1 5-gas analyzer with a patented 
probe system, enabling diesel exhaust gases to pass through and be 
analyzed just like gasoline exhaust gases!  Includes benchmark readings 
for diesel gas testing, under both load and no-load conditions.  Built-in 
technical tips database, to guide users and to assist in the diagnostic 
process! 
Why use this analyzer?

✴Helps diagnose diesel engine faults – quicker and more easily
✴Tests for harmful gas emissions
✴Suitable for performance tuning and environmental testing
✴Excellent for testing on all types of diesel systems: cars, light trucks, 

heavy trucks, off-road vehicles
✴Supplied with a built-in technical tips database to guide users and to 

assist in the diagnostic process
✴Measures 5 gases, including Nox
✴Can also be used to measure gasoline emissions

The tester comes complete with a probe, power supply, and software. 

ADEGA01
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If a common rail diesel vehicle running rough, you know it’s an 
injector problem… But, which one?
Use this new kit to:

✴Quickly and easily identify the problem injector(s)!
✴Save time and effort!
✴Save the customer money!

This Return Fuel Volume Tester for Common Rail Injector 
Systems measures the overflow (“spill” or return) of diesel from 
the injectors, indicating where insufficient or excess fluid is 
present, helping the technician to identify blockages or faulty 
injectors.   

 The kit covers Bosch, Delphi, Denso, and Siemens/VDO 
injector units. 

 The additional “reduction pipes” push into the end of the long 
hoses to reduce the pipe diameter to fit injectors with small 
diameter outlet pipes.

 The kit easily collects the unused diesel returning from the 
injector (low pressure) and displays the volume in a 
graduated measuring unit.

 Proper use of the kit allows volumetric differences to be 

Common Rail Diesel Injector Test Kit

ADTK12

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870
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Multi-voltage Glow Plug Glow Tester
AMGPT12

The multi-voltage glow plug tester allows the technician test all the glow plugs 
available on the market. It gives the technician a visual and an audible pass/ fail. 
This tool replaces several single-voltage testers, saving money and increasing 
productivity.  The unit has shrouded, high-quality leads that plug into the top of the 
unit.  The tool is powered by an internal 9V battery and features a low battery 
warning.  It contains an auto switch-off if the unit is not being used, to conserve 
battery power.  
Features:

✴The tool works on all types of voltage available in the market, today.
✴The tool enables the technician to test multiple voltages with the same tool, 

saving time and money.
✴Range is 1.9 to 24V.
✴Comes with LED flashlight to aid with locating glow plug

This truck/ bus/heavy equipment scan tool kit includes the scan tool (with all 
software loaded), a Vehicle Communication Interface (VCI), and the vast 
majority of connector cables required for servicing a wide variety of medium 
and heavy-duty vehicles.  Also included in the kit are a.c. and car/ truck 
chargers. The kit comes in a heavy-duty carrying case.
The scan tool has a built-in thermal printer, includes wireless and wired 
computer connection (for remote diagnostics), and is Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
enabled.  The tool has screen storage capability and many more features! 
The VCI unit supports RP1210a and RP1210b reprogramming. This is the 
standard used in the OEM scan tool by Caterpillar ®, Cummins, Volvo, Hino, 
Navistar International, Detroit Diesel, Allison, and others. The VCI can, 
therefore, be used to interface between a computer loaded with the OEM 
diagnostic software and the vehicle, using the connector cables supplied in the 
kit. The VCI and cables may also be purchased separately. 

Covered manufacturers: Allison, Astra, Bendix, Bremach, Caterpillar, 
Cummins, DAF, Detroit, ERF, Freightliner, Fuso, Hino, Hyundai, International, 
Isuzu, Iveco, JAC, Kenworth, Kia, Mack, MAN, Mercedes, Peterbilt, OBD, 
Renault, Scania,Sinotruck, Toyota, UD,  Volvo, and Wabco
This kit combines excellent heavy duty truck coverage with some car and light 
truck coverage.  In addition to J2534, the AXTR11 supports CAN applications, 
J1708, J1939, RP1210a, RP1210b fleet solutions, plus many other standard 
and customized products.  The VCI supports J2534 re-flashing. 
Technical Specs:

✴Programming memory: FLASH 64M 
✴External memory: SD card
✴Scan tool battery: re-chargeable 12VD
✴Internal printer: high-speed thermal
✴Screen: 8” color touch screen 
✴Operating temperature: -20-50℃ 
✴Wireless communication: Bluetooth, provides up to 100 meters of 

wireless freedom
✴Scan tool size 305.2×215.2×85mm

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870

Heavy Duty Truck Scan Tool
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The AXTR21 HEAVY DUTY CAN OBDII Diagnostic Tool/Code Reader is a state-of-the-art, compact tool 
for diagnosing faults on light, medium, and heavy-duty diesel OBD vehicles.  It is powerful enough to 
retrieve much of the same information as more expensive scan tools!  It also includes OBDII/EOBD 
capability.  This updateable tool features a light, ergonomic design, a large screen, and easy to operate 
buttons. The kit comes complete with connection cables. 
  The code reader/scan tool covers US Class IV-VIII trucks with Automatic Protocol Search.  It is 
compatible with HD J1587 / J1708 and J1939 CAN to diagnose faults in the engine, transmission, ABS, 
and more.

This tool works with the following protocols: 
Gasoline/Petrol:  

✴J1850 PWM
✴J1850 VPW
✴KPW 2000
✴ISO 14230-04
✴ISO 9141
✴SAE J1850
✴ISO14230
✴ISO15765(CAN)

Diesel:
✴SAE J1939(CAN)
✴SAE J1708/J1587

This tool displays live vehicle data, including the following:
✴Engine speed
✴Engine temperature 
✴Percentage acceleration pedal position 
✴Engine intercooler temperature 
✴Engine coolant temperature 
✴Ambient air temperature 
✴Air inlet temperature 

Heavy Duty Truck ODB Code Reader
AXTR21

17www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870
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Most modern diesel engines are equipped with a diesel 
particulate filter (DPF.) If the engine is not hot enough to 
constantly regenerate the DPF, it will eventually seize up and 
need to be either regenerated or replaced, depending on the 
manufacturer. 
The ADPFM12 plugs into the data link connector and allows the 
technician to carry out static and dynamic regeneration, and 
associate a new filter, as applicable to the vehicle. Note that 
many manufacturers do not cover DPF regeneration or 
replacement under warranty. 
Covered manufacturers: Alfa Romeo, Audi, BMW, Citroen, Fiat, 
Ford, GM-Opel, Honda, Mazda, Nissan, Peugeot, Saab, Seat, 
Skoda, Volkswagen, Volvo. 
Also covers Mercedes/Dodge/ Freightliner Sprinter and 
selected other light trucks
Updateable via the Internet. The ADPFM12 is on the MAT 
platform and upgradeable to other applications, such as BMW, 
Multi-Brand Service Re-set, Multi-Brand Electronic Parking 
Brake, and Multi-Brand battery configuration.

Diesel Particulate Filter Regeneration Tool 

ADPFM12

No-Mess Oil Filter Wrenches
OFRKIT
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Oil filters retain oil.  This oil leaks from the filter once the filter is 
unscrewed.  Without this tool,  oil may spill on the garage floor 
and on hands/arms.  Leaking oil may be hot, causing burns.  
Leaking oil may get trapped in suspension components and 
plastic shrouds,  causing a “burning oil” smell and creating a 
puddle on the floor, later.
Use the award-winning and patent-pending no-mess oil filter 
wrenches to capture the excess oil, protect your hands, and 
eliminate the mess!
Three sizes cover about 90% of cars and light trucks with spin-
on type oil filters
Also sold individually by major automotive retail chains. 
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12VDC Electric Pump and 
Universal Radiator/Cooling System Adapter Kit

UQ100 Universal Adapter
UQ150 12VDC Pump with Gauge & Cap Adaptor
UQ150 12VDC Pump with Gauge & Universal Adaptor

One tool kit easily and effectively tests cooling systems, regardless of 
radiator inlet size.  Key features: 

✴ The cap system fits all car and light truck radiators/ cooling 
systems, regardless of inlet size, using a set of nesting rubber 
seals. 

✴The electric pump with built-in gauge makes the job faster and 
easier than using a hand pump. 

✴Sold with or without the pump, kits come in a plastic case to keep 
the seals and washers in the right spot for future use. Kit comes 
complete with all required o-rings and washers.

✴The 12VDC electric pump, universal adapter set, and pump with 
cap transfer adapter (to fit most caps on the market) are also 
available separately. 

✴Hose includes pressure bleed valve. 

Insulated Hand Tool Set
BIRTSET1

With more and more hybrid electric vehicles now being repaired in 
the aftermarket, Strategic Tools offers both standard and custom 
insulated sets. We feature some of the most cost-effective insulated 
ratchets, torque wrenches, and sockets on the market,  much better 
value than tools from Europe. All VDE certified and IEC 60900 
compliant. Kit shown is an example of many different custom kits, 
which we can offer.
✴1pc 3/8”Dr. insualted 72T ratchet.
✴1pc 5Nm-25N, 3/8”Dr. insulated torque wrench 
✴2pc 3/8”Dr. insulated socket, 10mm and 12mm. 
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✴Inflates all 4 tires simultaneously.
✴Larger LCD Digital Display
✴Automatically test and control with an upgraded computer 
board.
✴Equipped with a high precision, fully automatic water/oil filler & 
separator
✴Equipped with independent backup system for computer.

✴With independent vacuum generation and N2 
inflation device.

PH-0531

Semi-Automatic Nitrogen Generator & Inflator

PH-A/NE0762
Full Automatic Nitrogen Generator & Inflator
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✴Electro-hydraulic with mid-rise surface mounted 
is perfect for tire change, quick service, etc.
✴Low-profile platforms, only 105mm high when 
fully lowered, needing less space.
✴Pneumatic safety lock is automatically engaged 
after pressing the up/down button.
✴Anti-surge valve prevents the arms from sudden 
falling in case of broken hydraulic hose for both 
operator and vehicles safety.
✴Each platform is one piece without welding to 
ensure flatness and durability.

✴Electro-hydraulic with mid-rise surface mounted 
is perfect for tire change, quick service, etc.
✴Pneumatic safety lock is automatically engaged 
after pressing the up/down button.
✴Anti-surge valve prevents the arms from sudden 
falling in case of broken hydraulic hose for both 
operator and vehicles safety.
✴Each platform is one piece without welding to 
ensure flatness and durability.

Mid-Rise Scissor Lift
LP-Z03

Double Level Platform Scissor Lift 
for 4 Wheel Alignment

LP-Y53
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Quality Tool Boxes

41’ Deluxe Portable Workstation & Roller Cabinet

P/N:  PWS4105TXBK (black)
P/N:  PWS4105TXBK RD (red)
P/N:  PWS4124RCTXBK (black)
P/N:  PWS4124RCTXRD (red)
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EX Standard Series Top Chest 
& Roller Cabinet

P/N:  EX4108CHBK (black)
P/N:  EX4108CHBL (blue)
P/N:  EX4111RCBK (black)
P/N:  EX4111RCBL (blue)

www.StrategicTQ.com        +1 847-844-0870

32” Standard Series Top Chest 
& Roller Cabinet

P/N:  EX3204TCBK (black)
P/N:  EX3204TCBL (blue)
P/N:  EX3204TCRD (red)
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Strategic Tools & Equipment Company was formed in 2005. The company’s mission is to manufacture 
and supply unique, and high-quality diagnostic, hand, power, and specialty tools for car, truck, motorcycle, 
industrial, and aircraft maintenance, as well as automotive workshop equipment. 
For its global customer base, the company performs product development and strategic sourcing of 
products from Europe, Asia, Australia, and North America.

A substantial proportion of the company’s sales are on private brand basis for some very well-known 
companies in the industries served. 

We have our own companies in Europe and the USA and affiliates world-wide.
Through world-wide relationships, Strategic Tools & Equipment Company also supplies many other 
types of automotive repair tools and equipment. Examples are:  

✴ Comprehensive range of analogue and digital torque wrenches and testing equipment. 
✴Impact sockets, up to 100mm.
✴Jump starters
✴Corded and cordless electrical power tools
✴Pneumatic power tools
✴Battery chargers
✴Transmission fluid temperature testing device
✴Automotive oscilloscopes
✴Battery testers
✴Diesel compression test kits
✴Next generation test lead kits
✴Ignition testers
✴Ratcheting wrenches: 72, 90, 120 teeth, up to 32mm
✴Impact sockets for turning worn fasteners

Manufacturer and supplier of unique hand and diagnostic tools and automotive equipment. Special areas 
are for working on European cars and diesel cars and trucks. We have a strong network of engineering 
development and sourcing partners around the world and can offer solutions to many difficult applications.
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For more info, contact
Strategic Tools & Equipment Company

Address: 617 East Main Street
Batavia, NY 14020 U.S.A.

Email: info@strategictq.com
Web: www.StategicTQ.com

Tel: +1 847-844-0870
Strategic Tools Europe GmbH

Address: Noeckersberg 38
45257 Essen 

Germany
Email: info@strategic-tools.de

Tel: +49 201 450 4947
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